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Shady Brook puts a unique spin on classic interactive fiction.  You make a series of choices that 

determine what happens next in the story. However, unlike traditional choose-your-path games, 

gamebooks, and visual novels, Shady Brook includes advanced adventure-based mechanics, such 

as a compass for navigation, a full-fledged inventory system, character interaction with branching 

dialog, and a variety of complex puzzles to solve. 

 

 

 

Game Features: 

• EXPLORE a small country town and INTERACT with nearly two dozen characters 

• CHOOSE your path--your actions alter the course of the story 

• PICK UP, COMBINE, and USE a multitude of inventory items 

• SOLVE a variety of challenging and unique puzzles 

• DISCOVER the town's terrifying secrets in a truly dark and mature storyline 

• ENJOY over 250 pieces of original artwork and an hour-long soundtrack 

• UNLOCK 33 achievements to view a special post-game bonus scene 

• EXPERIENCE 8+ hours of content--the equivalent length of a novel! 



 

 

Shady Brook tells a mature, dark story that is seldom seen in modern gaming.  It is now available 

completely uncensored on the PC and partially censored on iOS and Android. 

 

 

PC:  https://unimatrixproductions.itch.io/shady-brook 

iOS:  https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/shady-brook/id1138440711?mt=8 

Android:  https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.storycentricworlds.shadybrook 

 

 

Members of the press interested in obtaining a review copy are welcome to contact us. 

 

 

 

 

Hotlinks: 

Game Website www.storycentricworlds.com/shady_brook.html 

Press Kit www.storycentricworlds.com/press.html 

Facebook www.facebook.com/UnimatrixProductions 

Twitter www.twitter.com/UnimatrixGames 

Developer Website www.unimatrixproductions.com 

 


